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INTRODUCTION

Margaret Lake Diamonds Inc. (MLD) is proposing an exploration program in the Diagras Property (the Property).
The Property is located approximately 350 km northeast of Yellowknife and 25 km northeast of the Diavik Mine.
In support of this program, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was contacted by MLD to conduct an Archaeological
Overview Assessment (AOA) of the Property. The AOA will provide MLD information on the locational data of
known archaeological sites in the project area and the archaeological potential of proposed exploration areas.
This document was prepared to inform regulators, the Review Board, and the public that the current lease holders
are aware of the significance of the archaeological resources within their lease and that MLD will adopt the
necessary management plans to ensure these archaeological resources are protected. This document can be
used as a planning tool and will help MLD meet the requirements of their land use permit.

1.1

Overview Objectives

An AOA assists with compliance of the Northwest Territories Archaeological Sites Regulations (2018).
Development in areas with high archaeological potential should be avoided until an Archaeological Impact
Assessment (AIA) can be conducted. An AIA requires field work and a permit obtained by a qualified
archaeologist from Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre (PWNHC).
The objective of this AOA is to compile available information about the recorded and potential archaeological
resources within the proposed Project area and to provide specific direction for the protection, management
and/or mitigation of these resources, if required. The specific objectives of the AOA are to:



summarize previous archaeological research conducted in the region;



obtain and analyse data for previously recorded archaeological sites; and



assess the likelihood for the presence of additional archaeological sites in specific exploration areas based on
landform attributes and archaeology potential criteria.

To meet these objectives Golder employed the following research strategies:



accessed the Northwest Territories Archaeological Sites Database to obtain information on previously
recorded archaeological resources in the project area;



accessed provincial and federal web sites to obtain information on existing human landscape disturbance in
the project area as well as the potential for historic sites;



reviewed relevant published and unpublished literature and reports pertaining to previous archaeological,
historical and cultural studies completed in the project area; and



reviewed NTS topographic maps, satellite imagery and DEM data to evaluate landscape potential.
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STUDY AREA AND DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION
Project Location and Environment

The Property is situated within the Akaitcho Dene First Nation Asserted Territory, the Chief Drygeese Asserted
Territory (Yellowknives Dene First Nation), the Tłıc̨ hǫ First Nation Interim Measurement Agreement Area, the
Northwest Territory Métis Interim Measurement Agreement Area, and the North Slave Métis Asserted Traditional
Territory. Geographically the Property is located on and south of Hardy Lake, beginning approximately 13 km
south of the Nunavut border, and extending approximately 20 km south towards Lac du Suavage (Figure 1). The
Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter road passes through the northwest corner of the Property. The Diavik mine is located
25 km southwest on Lac de Gras and the Ekati Mine is located approximately 26 km directly west. The Diagras
Property is composed of 24 mineral claim blocks that encompass approximately 31,100 ha.
The Property occurs in the Southern Arctic Ecozone of Canada (commonly referred to as the barrenlands), within
the Takijua Lake Upland Ecoregion (Ecological Framework of Canada 2018). This ecoregion encompasses an
area that extends from the Coronation Gulf on the arctic coast south to Courageous and Aylmer lakes in the
south. It includes the headwaters of the Coppermine River which flows northwest from Lac de Gras through Point
Lake and eventually on to the Arctic Ocean. Other notable lakes include Yamba, Hardy, Pellatt and Contwoyto, in
addition to enumerable small unnamed lakes that fill the many lowlands. Vegetation cover is characterized by
shrub tundra, consisting of dwarf birch, willow, and northern Labrador tea. Low areas are dominated by willow,
sphagnum moss, and sedge tussocks. Much of the upland surface is composed of unvegetated rock outcrops that
are common on the Canadian Shield. Soils form on thin discontinuous sandy morainal and fluvioglacial materials,
and in association with rock outcrops. Esker features are common throughout the landscape. Scattered stands of
spruce occur along the southern boundary of the ecoregion. Characteristic wildlife includes caribou, muskox,
grizzly bear, hare, fox, wolf, raptors, shorebirds, seabirds, and waterfowl.

2.2

Proposed Developments

MLD is proposing an exploration program that will initially include a camp and drilling program beginning in 2018.
A field camp is proposed on an esker feature towards the southeast corner of the Property in claim K19771, and
the drilling will occur at 13 targets in 11 claim areas spread throughout the Property (Figure 1). The field camp will
consist of tents (either wood frame canvas or metal frame vinyl) on wooden floors for kitchen, office, wash and
sleeping facilities, as well as small temporary wooden structures for core shack, generator shack, toilet facility,
and storage buildings. With many of the targets located under open water, exploration is proposed to take place in
late winter when diamond drill rigs can be placed on frozen lakes. Access and transportation of equipment to
exploration areas will be by helicopter and snowmobile.

3.0

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Archaeological resources are non-renewable resources that are located on or near ground surface or buried
deeply below. They include precontact and historic sites that may contain stone features, artifacts, building
remains, burials and in some jurisdictions, palaeontological sites. The potential impacts to archaeological
resources within the project area are dependent upon their proximity to the activities associated with exploration
and other possible future developments.
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Archaeological resources are critical for understanding the cultural history of the Northwest Territories and are
valued by community members. Archaeological sites in the Northwest Territories are protected by the Mackenzie
Valley Land Use Regulations (2018) and the Archaeological Site Regulations (2018). An archaeological site is
defined in the Archaeological Site Regulations as “a site where an archaeological artifact is found”. An
archaeological artifact is defined as “any tangible evidence of human activity that is more than 50 years old and in
respect of which an unbroken chain of possession or regular pattern of usage cannot be demonstrated.”
Although excluded from the definition of an archaeological resource, Land Use Sites (LUS) are a product of the
traditional and ongoing land use by the First Nation communities today and these locations should be respected
and, where ever practicable, left undisturbed.
Alteration or impacts to the landscape can result in the damage or complete destruction of all or portions of
archaeological sites. These alterations can involve the displacement of artifacts resulting in the loss of valuable
contextual information, or the destruction of the artifacts and features themselves resulting in complete
information loss. These losses are permanent and irreversible.
The study detailed in this report is intended to examine areas of proposed development for archaeological
potential in order to eliminate or minimize impacts to archaeological sites. However, it should be noted that since
the archaeological potential evaluation is the result of a desktop review and not associated with field verification,
there is potential for archaeological sites to be encountered in areas other than those described herein.

4.0

METHODS

The AOA is based on data from several sources, both published and unpublished. Archaeological site data were
obtained from the Northwest Territories Archaeological Sites Database housed by the PWNHC. The data
requested encompassed the Diagras Property and extended beyond the boundaries to help establish site types
and distributions for the region. Archaeological site data includes the location of currently recorded sites along
with details such as site type, artifacts/features present, and cultural affiliation.
Government web sites accessed included the Inventory of Landscape Change (2018). This website helped
identify the extent to which the project area was previously disturbed by existing development. This aids in
determining the potential to identify significant, intact archaeological sites in a given area. The Northwest
Territories Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (2018) was also accessed to obtain information on historic
infrastructure and abandoned mine sites in the region. This aids in identifying potential historic era archaeological
sites specifically relating to mining history.
National Topographic Series (NTS) maps were also reviewed and provide base information regarding land forms
such as elevation and proximity to water sources, which are critical for assessing the potential for archaeological
resources. Satellite images widely available via the internet as well as DEM data provided supplementary
environmental and topographic data.
Available literature relevant to the project area were also reviewed. This included unpublished archaeological
permit reports obtained from the PWNHC, as well as published journal articles, manuscripts, books and research
documents pertaining to previous archaeological, historical and cultural studies completed in the project area.
The collected data from all of these sources were reviewed and, based on professional training and field
experience, assessments were made regarding the archaeological resource potential within the project area.
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RESULTS
Existing and Historic Development Disturbance

The Inventory of Landscape Change (2018) website was consulted to identify human development footprint areas
within the Property. Results identify three previous human development features or projects.
The first is the Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter road that passes through the northwest corner of the Property. This
approximately 568 km road was first built in 1982 to provide a winter land access from Yellowknife to the Lupin
Gold Mine on Contwoyto Lake. It currently provides access to various mines and exploration projects located
north of Yellowknife. Within the Diagras Property, the route traverses open water along the west arm of Hardy
Lake but does not cross overland portages to create ground disturbances. However, the remains of a former
construction camp for the road was identified near the shore of Hardy Lake (Thomson 2004).
The second development is related to Majescor Resources Inc. mineral exploration of De Beers Canada
Exploration Inc. Hardy Lake Project (Wek'èezhìi Land and Water Board File No. MV2003C0001). Several
locations were identified within the current Property that were drilled during the course of their Land Use Permit
between 2003 and 2009.
The final development is related to a Northwest Territories Geological Survey project carried out in 2015 (MVLWB
Reference No. MV2014X0028). This collaborative research project was designed to:
“…characterize the regional characteristics of glacial deposits, detailed glacial history and permafrost conditions
of the central Slave Geological Province. This research project consist[ed] of sampling surficial deposits and
permafrost using low-impact, heli-portable waterless drill rigs complimented by geological mapping, hand
sampling of glacial deposits and limited ground-based geophysical surveys. Drilling [wa]s proposed on
approximately 350-500 locations with expected average depths of approximately six meters.”
Several drill hole locations related to this project were identified within the current Property.
The NWT Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (2018) website housed by Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada was also consulted. No historic infrastructure or abandoned mine sites are identified within the property.
This indicates that aside from the mineral exploration indicated above, there has been limited historic prospecting
in the region. The likelihood of documenting historic sites related to early Northwest Territories mining history is
limited.

5.2

Previous Archaeological Research

Multi-year archaeological studies were initiated in the region during mineral exploration and mining development
of the Ekati and Diavik Mines beginning in the 1990’s (Thomson 2004). However, only two archaeological studies
were carried out within the current Diagras Property. These are discussed further below.
Although first built and used in 1982, the first formal archaeological assessment along the Tibbitt to Contwoyto
Winter Road (TCWR) did not occur until 2001. A post-construction assessment and site inventory was carried out
along the existing winter road corridor as well as associated gravel pits and camps (Bussey 2002). The
investigation resulted in the identification of 55 new archaeological sites and the revisiting of 14 previously
recorded sites. Most consisted of sparse lithic scatters, lithic scatter/workshops, and lithic scatter/tent rings. A
few isolated finds, one historic grave and one traditional tent ring were also documented. Most sites were located
either on or adjacent to eskers, with some found along shorelines or heights of land overlooking large lakes.
Diagnostic tools recovered included notched and lanceolate bifaces typical of the Taltheilei Tradition and a
triangular point, bifaces, burins and burin blanks suggestive of ASTt.
5
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A portion of the TCWR passes through the northwest corner of the Diagras Property. Although sites were
documented at land crossing locations along the winter road approximately 3 km west of the Property, no sites
were documented within the Property itself.
The most relevant archaeological investigation carried out within the current Property was undertaken in 2003 in
relation to De Beers Canada Exploration Inc. Hardy Lake Project (Thomson 2004). A preliminary inventory of the
property was conducted over three days focussing on areas with the highest archaeological potential. This
consisted almost exclusively of examining eskers, although a few narrows and peninsulas on Hardy and other
lakes were examined. A total of 23 areas were investigated on foot resulting in the recording of 40 sites. This
included 27 lithic scatters, 6 habitation/scatters, 5 isolated finds, and 2 quarry/scatter sites. The majority of sites
were suggested to relate to the Taltheilei tradition dating from 2,600 to 200 BP. However, seven sites contained
burins, burin spalls, microblade cores/wedges, a microblade and a concave biface manufactured from cherts,
chalcedonies and crystal quartz. These were suggested to represent Palaeo-Eskimo occupations dating from
3,500 to 2,500 BP.

5.3

Known Archaeological Sites in Diagras Property

As a result of previous assessments carried out by Thomson (2004), 21 of his 40 archaeological sites occur within
seven mineral claims of the current Diagras Property (Figure 1; Table 1 and 2).
Table 1: Distribution of Sites in Diagras Property
Claim Area

Recorded Heritage Resources

Total Number

K19740

LfNr-18

1

K19741

LfNr-3 to 8

6

K19742

LfNr-9 to 14

6

K19743

LfNr-17

1

K19763

LeNr-9 to 10

2

K19770

LeNr-4 to 6

3

K19771

LeNr-7 to 8

1
Total

21

The majority of sites in the property consist of lithic scatters (n=14), which are comprised of waste flakes
produced as a result of stone tool production. Most sites typically ranged from 3 to 20 artifacts; however, two sites
contained 150 and 180 artifacts. One quarry site consisted of a large lithic scatter of more than 350 flakes
surrounding quartz veins in a bedrock outcrop. The remainder of sites consist of three isolated artifact finds, two
habitation/lithic scatter sites comprised of a stone tent ring and debitage, and one habitation site consisting of a
tent ring with no associated artifacts.
Although no diagnostic tools were recovered to positively indicate age or cultural affiliation of the occupations, five
sites are suggested to date to the Paleo-Eskimo period based on tool and material types. The remainder are
suggested to represent the Taltheilei Tradition (Thomson 2004). As acknowledged by Thomson’s survey bias, all
but one site was recorded on or immediately adjacent to esker features. The remaining site was documented on
a bedrock outcrop adjacent to a lake.
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Table 2: Detail of Archaeological Sites recorded in Diagras Property
Site

Type

Description

Cultural
Affiliation

Landform

Claim Area

LeNr-4

Habitation/Scatter

Tent ring; 10 quartz flakes; 1
biface preform

Unknown

Esker

K19770

LeNr-5

Lithic Scatter

10 quartz flakes

Unknown

Esker terrace

K19770

LeNr-6

Lithic Scatter

3 quartz flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19770

LeNr-7

Isolated find

1 quartz core fragment

Unknown

Esker

K19771

LeNr-8

Habitation

Tent ring

Unknown

Esker
(adjacent)

K19771

LeNr-9

Lithic Scatter

<10 quartz flakes; 1 biface
preform?

Unknown

Esker

K19763

LeNr-10

Isolated find

1 quartz scraper

Unknown

Esker

K19763

LfNr-3

Lithic Scatter

150 quartz flakes; 1 quartz
scraper

Unknown

Esker

K19741

LfNr-4

Lithic Scatter

20 quartz and 2 shale flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19741

LfNr-5

Lithic Scatter

10 Quartz and quartz crystal
flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19741

LfNr-6

Isolated find

1 quartz flake

Unknown

Esker

K19741

LfNr-7

Lithic Scatter

5-10 shale flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19741

LfNr-8

Lithic Scatter

5 chert tools: 2 burins; 1
biface; 1 microblade;1 flake
scraper

Palaeo-Eskimo

Esker

K19741

LfNr-9

Lithic Scatter

<10 flakes; 1 chert burin

Palaeo-Eskimo

Esker

K19742

LfNr-10

Quarry

>350 quartz flakes scattered
around quartz veins; 3
hammerstones

Unknown

Bedrock ridge

K19742

LfNr-11

Lithic Scatter

4 quartz flakes

Unknown

Esker
(adjacent)

K19742

LfNr-12

Habitation/Scatter

Tent ring; “scatter” of lithics;
1 burin spall; 2 quartz crystal
wedges; 1 quartz crystal
microblade core

Palaeo-Eskimo

Esker

K19742

LfNr-13

Lithic Scatter

3 tools: 1 quartz crystal
wedge; 1 quartz biface
preform; 1 burin

Palaeo-Eskimo

Esker

K19742

LfNr-14

Lithic Scatter

180 quartz flakes; 1 rose
quartz wedge

Palaeo-Eskimo

Esker

K19742

LfNr-17

Lithic Scatter

5-10 quartz flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19743

LfNr-18

Lithic Scatter

5 quartz flakes

Unknown

Esker

K19740
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Archaeological Potential Criteria

Criteria for determining the precontact archaeological potential of landscape varies from region to region, but
typically includes proximity to water, topographic landforms, as well as a consideration of known site locations,
traditional land use areas, and traditional trail systems. Consideration is also given to extent of existing
disturbance or development in an area.
Water features such as lakes and rivers were important not only for food resources, but also as a mode of travel
for precontact and contemporary groups moving across the landscape both in summer (canoe) and winter
(dogsled, toboggan). However, archaeological evidence can sometimes be sparse in areas where people quickly
passed through the landscape.
Archaeological sites such as campsites are often found along the shorelines of major lakes and rivers. Of
particular interest are well-drained, elevated landforms adjacent to waterbodies amenable to human occupation.
These landforms are typically large and flat enough to accommodate habitation features and are situated to
provide access to building materials (timber if available), fresh water, fish, and a variety of plants/berries.
Non-habitation sites associated with resource or subsistence activities (e.g., hunting, quarrying) can occur further
inland. These sites typically occur in proximity to known animal habitat or migration corridors, bedrock exposures
or other geological formations that provide suitable material for stone tool production (e.g., quartz veins), or
prominent landforms providing vistas or lookouts to observe the surrounding landscape.
Within the Property boundaries and the broader region, much of the precontact land use was dictated by
migrating caribou herds, although other resources were exploited. As a result, site distribution largely correlates
with this subsistence base. Archaeological sites have been documented in the region on the following landforms:



Eskers: these landforms were used as natural human and caribou travel corridors, they provided unique wildlife
habitat (e.g. fox, grizzly bear dens), served as lookouts for game, provided cobbles for stone tool manufacture,
and were likely used to exploit the breeze to fend off swarming insects during summer months.



Base, lower terrace and lee side of eskers: these areas were well drained and suitable for encampments,
provided shelter from wind during fall/winter months, as well as concealment while hunting.



Lake and stream shorelines: well-drained, elevated landforms adjacent to these waterbodies were suitable for
camping, providing access to freshwater, fish, travel and caribou migration routes and occasionally wood for
fuel and building materials.



Isthmus, narrows or portage separating lakes: these landforms influence migration behaviour and often
correspond with caribou crossings and hunting/lookout sites.



Bedrock outcrops: these landforms often contain quartz veins that were quarried as a lithic resource, and are
elevated to serve as lookouts and/or suitable locations for marker (cairn) placement.



Smaller esker remnants, knolls and deflated patches of gravel: these landforms often occur as small, well
drained “island” features in low-lying tundra that could support temporary camps, provide a source of lithic
material, or serve as lookout areas.

In contrast to the above, areas not amenable to human occupation or use are considered to have low
archaeological potential. This includes low, poorly-drained areas such as bogs and fens, dense boulder or cobble
fields, and steeply sloped landforms.
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Diagras Property Archaeological Potential

Based on landscape criteria and a general understanding of archaeological site distribution in the region, general
comments can be made regarding heritage potential within the Diagras Property. The property covers a large
area and contains many of the above noted landscape features. It is situated between several large lakes
including Hardy and Lac du Suavage. The Property contains a series of smaller interconnecting rivers and lakes
that drain into these and a myriad of other smaller lakes. Major and minor eskers are found at several locations
throughout the property. Based on his reconnaissance of the Property area, which focused almost exclusively on
eskers, Thomson (2004) identified the following areas within the Diagras Property that exhibit archaeological
potential and should be examined in future field studies:



all remaining portions of eskers that have not been surveyed;



margins of larger lakes such as Hardy and unnamed lakes to the south, especially peninsulas, narrows, level
terraces and knolls that provide good viewpoints and habitation areas;



portage routes between lakes;



Portion of the Coppermine River near the southwest corner;



bedrock outcrops for potential camp, lookouts and quarry locations; and



potential fishing locations and caribou crossings.

Each of the 13 proposed drill target areas within the Diagras Property were specifically reviewed to determine
archaeological potential using the above criteria and the results are summarized in Table 3 and shown in
Figures 2A to 2C. Just over half of the targets (n=7) are located on open water and designated for winter drilling
with only limited shore margins potentially impacted (HL-04, Dodi, Naomi, Nadine, Black Spruce, Suzanne, and
Krista). Two targets (Jackpine and HL-55) are located around small inland ponds with low-lying adjacent terrain.
These nine drill targets in open water and low-lying terrain are considered to have low Archaeological potential
and an Archaeological Impact Assessment is not recommended at this stage of exploration.
The remaining four drill target areas and camp location were considered to overlap with areas of high
archaeological potential and are discussed further below. High potential areas relevant to the drill targets are
indicated in Figures 2A to 2C, but do not indicate the only high potential areas within the Diagras Property.
HL-022NW is located on a small unnamed lake and adjacent shore north of Hardy Lake in claim K19740. A ridge
exists on the south side of the lake considered to have high archaeological potential. Satellite imagery also
suggests there may be an esker remnant that intersects the south shore. The Lyndsay target area is located
largely on open water of Hardy Lake in claim K19742; however, it is located immediately adjacent to and captures
portions of a peninsula that contains a ridge. This peninsula is considered to have high archaeological potential.
The Kong target area is located in a bay towards the southwest corner of Hardy Lake in claim K19758. The
adjacent shore is steep and rises to ridges on the north and south sides of the bay. These ridges are considered
to have high archaeological potential. Despite the high potential of these three drill target margins, proposed early
stage exploration will occur under winter conditions resulting in low anticipated disturbance. As a result, an
Archaeological Impact Assessment is not recommended at this stage of exploration at these three locations.
HL-022 is located towards the northwest corner of the Property in claim K19740. Although the majority of this drill
target occurs on the west arm of Hardy Lake, it encompasses a portion of an esker and peninsula that contains
archaeological site LfNe-3. This is one of the largest sites recorded in the Property, measuring approximately
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1,500 m2 and containing approximately 150 quartz flakes in six different loci. The landform was used during
previous exploration activities to store fuel drums and drilling equipment. It is approximately 370 m east of the
former De Beers field camp, and the TCWR passes to the north of the site on open water. Despite the previous
disturbance on the landform, Thomson (2004) indicated there was potential for additional intact components in
vegetated areas. As a result, it is recommended this site be avoided by the required buffer indicated in the Land
Use Permit during proposed exploration activities within the target area. If it cannot, then it is recommended that
LfNe-3 be subject to further archaeological assessment under snow and frost-free conditions in advance of any
drilling activity.
The Field Camp is proposed to be located on an esker along an unnamed lake in the southeast corner of the
property in claim K19771. LeNr-8, a single tent ring site, is located approximately 330 m to the southwest of the
proposed camp, on a separate segment of this esker. Although the esker exhibits high archaeological potential,
Thomson (2004) previously carried out a ground survey of this specific landform and did not identify any
archaeological sites in conflict with the camp. Provided LeNr-8 is avoided by the required buffer outlined in the
Land Use Permit, an Archaeological Impact Assessment is not recommended at this stage of exploration. An
assessment of the camp area may be warranted in the future if it is expanded or upgraded in order to confirm
Thomson’s preliminary survey.
Table 3: Proposed Diagras Drill Targets and Camp Recommendations
Drill
Target

Claim

Description

Proximity to
known site

Archaeology
Potential

Impact
Significance

AIA
Recommended

K19740

On small lake north of
Hardy Lake; ridge on
south shore; esker
remnant

No

High

Low

No

HL-02

K19740

On west arm of Hardy
Lake and adjacent
peninsula with esker;
near former location
of DBCE camp and
equipment storage

LfNr-3 within
target area;
LfNr-4 ~250m
SE

High

High

If LfNr-3 on
south peninsula/
esker cannot be
avoided, AIA
recommended

Lyndsey

K19742

On Hardy Lake;
captures portion of
peninsula

LfNr-14 ~230
m South

High

Low

No

HL-04

K19743

On Hardy Lake;
adjacent shore low

Low

Low

No

Dodi

K19743

On Hardy Lake (open
water)

No

Low

Low

No

Kong

K19758

Southwest bay of
Hardy Lake, flanked
by adjacent ridges

No

High

Low

No

Naomi

K19761

On unnamed Lake
(open water)

No

Low

Low

No

Nadine

K19764

On unnamed Lake;
low-lying islands

No

Low

Low

No

HL-02NW

LfNr-16 ~380
m NE
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Table 3: Proposed Diagras Drill Targets and Camp Recommendations
Drill
Target

Claim

Description

Proximity to
known site

Archaeology
Potential

Impact
Significance

AIA
Recommended

Black
Spruce

K19765

On unnamed lake;
low vegetated/cobble
shores

No

Low

Low

No

Suzanne

K19770

On unnamed lake
(open water)

No

Low

Low

No

K19771

On esker

LeNr-8 ~330m
SW

High

Low

No; Thomson
previously
examined esker;
future AIA may
be warranted to
confirm original
assessment

K19774

Low-lying; unnamed
lake drainage; low
vegetated/cobble
shore

No

Low

Low

No

HL-55

K19776

Low-lying, small pond
drainage;
vegetated/cobbe
shore

No

Low

Low

No

Krista

K19781

On unnamed lake;
adjacent shore lowlying and vegetated

No

Low

Low

No

Camp

Jackpine

*AIA=Archaeological Impact Assessment
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A search of the PWNHC archaeological sites database combined with information obtained from previous studies
in the region indicate there are 21 known archaeological sites within the Diagras Property. Only one of these sites
(LfNr-3) is in potential conflict with currently proposed drill target HL-22. LfNr-3 should be avoided by the
recommended buffer indicated in the Land Use Permit. If this is not possible then an AIA under snow and frostfree conditions is recommended prior to proposed drilling activities.
A review of landscape potential indicates that three other proposed drill targets occur in areas considered to have
high archaeological potential (HL-22NW, Lyndsay and Kong). In addition, the proposed field camp is located on
an esker that is considered to have high archaeological potential. This latter esker was previously examined in
2003 and there are no currently known site conflicts with the camp. Further, despite the high potential of these
areas, proposed early stage exploration and camp set up will occur under winter conditions resulting in low
anticipated disturbance. As a result, an Archaeological Impact Assessment is not recommended at this stage of
exploration for these three drill targets and camp location. The remaining eight drill targets are considered to
have low archaeological potential and an Archaeological Impact Assessment is not recommended.
An evaluation of the landscape within the broader Diagras Property suggests there is potential for additional
archaeological sites to occur. It is recommended that as the exploration program evolves, future development
and drilling plans be evaluated by a qualified archaeologist to determine potential impacts to known and
undocumented archaeological sites within the property, and whether there is a need for an AIA. Any
archaeological assessment would need to be carried out under snow and frost-free conditions.
This document is a high-level desktop exercise to assist with the exploration stage only. Should the project
proceed to advanced exploration or mining operations involving greater ground disturbance, project plans should
be reviewed by Territorial Archaeologists to determine further archaeological assessment requirements. In the
event that unanticipated archaeological sites are identified during any stage of exploration, all activity in the area
should cease and the site avoided. Protocols as outlined in the Land Use Permit should be followed to notify the
necessary authorities for further direction.
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